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MCC

Tribute to Holocaust Victims

CARL ROSS
ASSOCIATE WRITER

The 17th annual Yom
Hashoah Commemoration, a
memorial for Holocaust survi
vors, was held in the Campus
Center Atrium on April 24 and
included candle lighting and
personal testimony.
The Holocaust Genocide
Studies Project sponsored the
Commemoration led by Phi
Theta Kappa president Ashley
Pimpinella. During their cele
bration, a list of names was read
with candle lighting from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. At the same time
in the Campus Center Forum,
local Holocaust survivors gave
testimony about their experienc
es during the holocaust that took
approximately six million Jews.
The event closed with a recep
tion for local Holocaust survivor,
Bernard Schuster.
The full name, Yom Hashoah
Ve-Hagevurah, means Day of
the Holocaust and the Heroism.
It is celebrated on the 27th day in
the month of Nisan and ratified
by Israeli Parliament or Knesset
on August 19,1953. The celebra
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Lining The Atrium for the annual Yom Hashoah Commemoration, poignant black and white
portraits honored Holocaust survivors.
tion is placed between Passover
and Yom Hazikaron, which is
Memorial Day for the fallen
Israeli soldiers. Even though it
isn’t ratified here in the U.S., it
is celebrated in Jewish commu
nities worldwide.
If you feel that it was a little
late, it was because of Spring
Break and the remembrance
of the Virginia Tech tragedy.

as explained by Charles Theis,
President of the Project. “Since
the Jewish calendar is based on
the lunar calendar it can jump
drastically from one date to two
weeks later on the Gregorian
calendar,” said Scott Heller, for
mer Hillel president. “It’s really
a minor Jewish holiday.”
Theis concludes, “It’s major
for the Project. It’s about show

ing appreciation for the survi
vors.” While they were putting
up the photographic essay called
T told you, now tell the world,’
during the break Theis added, “I
was amazed that people stopped
to look at the photographs.”
He also wanted to thank all
those that helped at the event and
without them it wouldn’t have
been such a success.

Mission Accomplished: Unify, Educate, Empower, Heal
LYNDA REDDEN
NEWS EDITOR

Speak Out Rochester 2007 closed the month-long schedule of
events on violence awareness, including representatives from service
organizations and a survivors’ art exhibit on April 28 in the MCC
Theatre.
The event, sponsored by MCC’s Peer Mentors and the Transitional
Studies Department, gave accounts of child abuse and neglect across
the world and in our own neighborhood accompanied by disturb
ing statistics. The common theme was heightening community
awareness through programs to break cycles of violence and abuse
and survivor support, featuring speakers from Prevent Child Abuse
New York (PCANY), Cornell’s chapter of Justice for Children
International (JFCI), and others from our community.
The event opened with Senator Robach stressing the importance
of education and early intervention for those at risk. In Monroe
County for the year 2005, reports of child abuse and neglect totaled
2,400; many more are suspected to have gone unreported. Robach
looks to reduce abuse and violence through aggressive legislation.
Keynote speaker, Christine Deyss, Executive Director of PCANY,
spoke of early intervention programs to, “Get to parents before
things start going wrong.” She added that implications of domestic
violence are profound in terms of quality of life issues and eost to
society. “When every person reaches out to every parent, then we
will make a change,” she added.
The representative from JFCI gave a heart-wrenching story of
child sex trafficking affecting 1.2 million children annually, join
ing the 10 million children already in the industry. Their efforts are
directed at prevention and safe houses with aftercare. It is found that
these children respond most positively with intervention from those
of the same cultural background, as opposed to “cowboy rescuers”
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Walking in Their Shoes,
sponsored by MCC Peer Mentors displayed nearly
three dozen shoes representing the victims of violent
crime.

outside of a victim’s ethnicity.
A monologue was performed by Midge Marshall as “Niobe” from
“The Love of the Nightingale” performed on campus earlier this
month. She gave a poignant rendition of a woman who reflected on
her own victimization while overhearing the rape of another.
Victims were invited to share their stories with others, a catharsis
with support readily at hand if needed.
The tireless efforts with the month-long calendar of events came
together in a supportive and sensitive fashion in an effort to break
the cycle of violence.
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MCC Named Model College by New York Times
SCOTT BOGUMIL
GUEST WRITER

Correction
In the feature of our last
issue, the photo of the stu
dent auditioning for the musi
cal was credited to the wrong
photographer.
It should have been credit
ed to Ryan Terry. The editori
al staff would like to apologize
for the error.
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Monroe Community College (MCC) was
listed “among those frequently named as
models” for two-year colleges across the
country in the April 22 issue of the New
York Times entitled, “For Achievers, a New
Destination.”
Sitting at the top of the list of two-year
community colleges, MCC was mentioned
as being “atypical among community col
leges” because of the 400 plus students who
live on campus, a number that is due to dou
ble at the beginning of next year.
Monroe Community College was high
lighted for its extensive 2-t-2 program, involv
ing over 200 programs with 23 four-year
colleges and universities. The low price of
classes was also a major deciding point in
MCC making the model list. At $2,700, it

is among the lowest costing community col
leges per year included on the list. Couple
that with our outstanding liberal arts and
sciences program, and you have a winning
combination.
MCC also boasts articulation agreements
with 40 colleges and universities, and MCC
students have transferred to over 400 fouryear colleges and universities. This list
includes Ivy League, SUNY, CUNY, inter
national and historically black colleges and
universities.
“This attention by such a respected news
paper is a testament to our programs and
our people,” said MCC President R. Thomas
Flynn. “Our faculty, staff and administra
tion have created programs that give all stu
dents remarkable opportunities for success;

LYNDA REDDEN
NEWS EDITOR

Student loans are big busi
ness with recent hints at insider
trading, preferred lender lists,
kickbacks and third-party call
centers; this business is present
ly receiving close scrutiny.
The New York State Attorney
General’s Office reeently under
took investigation of some shady
student loan industry practic
es. Schools such as Texas Tech
University, Pace University, and
Mercy College have reported
ly used third-party call centers
to answer student financial aid
questions, seamlessly routing
these calls to centers on a payper-call basis, as seen in a recent
New York Times article. This
has led politicians to delve fur
ther.
The New York Senate has
very recently passed a bill
entitled, the Student Lending,
Accountability, Transparency
and Enforcement (SLATE) Act
of 2007, and is currently pending
in the New York State Assembly.

The SLATE act would;
• Prohibit lenders from
making gifts of any sort to
schools and employees.
• Prohibit school/lender
revenue-sharing for advanta
geous loans.
• Prohibit lender staff from
posing as school employees or
staff financial aid offices.
• Prohibit schools from
entering their choice of lender
in electronic master promis
sory notes.
College Board reports that
$85 billion were borrowed in
2006. With the cost of a col
lege education spiraling upward,
gone are the days when families
absorbed the lion’s share of its
cost. Financing one’s education
has become the norm.
If you are determined in need
of financial aid from your school,
you will receive a letter from
them stating such, and will like
ly include a variety of options;
grants, loans, and work-study. It

Aviation Career Opportunity

Circulation
4,000 copies on four campuses

graphic courtesy ofMCT

is wise to research all options.
“Every college has the
option to partieipate in Federal
Stafford loans by using Federal
Direct Student Loans -such as
MCC, Brockport, U of R, RITor Federal Family Education
Loans, FFEL -such as Geneseo,
Nazareth, St. John Fisher-,” said
Jerome St. Croix, Director of
Financial Aid at MCC. He eontinues, “Since MCC does Direct
Loans, a student doesn’t get to
choose a lender... Be careful of

direct marketers who may steer
your incorrectly.”
The moral of the story
appears to be caveat emptor—let
the buyer beware. The ultimate
responsibility to determine the
best option belongs to the stu
dent. For more detailed infor
mation on consideration of stu
dent loans can be found from the
New York Attorney General’s
Office at oag.state.ny.us. A hot
line number is also offered at
(800) 771-7755.

MCC Students Did You
Know?:

a
* MCC offers a professional
pilot program
* Professional flight training
at Rochester International
Airport

Editorial submissions from students,
faculty, and staff are welcome and will
be published at the discretion of the
editorial staff. All writers may express
their views on almost any topic that di
rectly impacts the Doctrine’s readers.
Writers will assume full responsibility
for any libel or lawsuit that may occur.

Submissions should be sent to the
above email address.

and because our people have shared their
expertise with colleagues across the country,
MCC is well-known among community col
lege leaders nationwide.”

Educational Lenders, Colleges Called
On For Questionable Practices

Submissions

All submissions become the property
of the Monroe Doctrine.
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Earn an AS degree at MCC
Picture courtesy of

For more info, contact:
Chris Schubert
585 615-3406
cpschubertl@yahoo.com
-

* Student Loan money can be
used
Professional Pilot Care,e,rs
Start Right Here at the
Rochester Air Center!
www.rochesterair.com
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MCC Students Take Back the Night
Public Safety
Report

«

April 4
Criminal Mischief 4th
Furniture was cut and dam
aged in the Terrace.
Aprils

GUEST WRITER

Though the wind prevented carrying lit candles, the crowd’s spirit could not he extinguished.

MCC hosted their first “Take Back The
Night” march, an annual tradition taking
place internationally since 1973 to raise
awareness of sexual assault.
It is estimated that one in six women in
the United States have been victims of some
sort of sexual assault. According to the
Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network
(RAINN), 44 percent of rape victims are
under the age of 18,80 percent under the age
of 30. One in six victims are under age 12.
Of the victimizers, 99 percent are male and
72 percent of victims knew their assailant
prior to assault. These statistics represent
only reported cases; it is estimated that over
half of all sexual assaults go unreported.
The event, sponsored by Student
Organization of Women Leaders (SOWL),
was held in the Empire Room at MCC. The
focus of the evening was to demand an end
to rape, sexual assault, domestic violence,
incest and sexual harassment. Victims of
these crimes were encouraged to step for

ward and report them. They called for an
end to the facilities within our society that
advocate violence towards women. The
harsh realization is that this is happening in
our own backyards, in our neighborhoods,
in every facet of society. Poor, rich, black,
white, latino, male, female, this problem
knows no bounds.
The night began with Senator Joe Robach
voicing his support of the end of sexual
assault and harsher punishment. Statistics
were given by SOWL member Elina Katro,
followed by a skit entitled “The Dear Pastor
Project” by Maggie Watson, Barbara Ann
Savage and Svetlin Radoslavof. Dr. Elizabeth
Johnston, SOWL co-advisor ended the pre
sentations with “What it means to be a sur
vivor of sexual assault.” The audience was
then invited to share their experiences.
Students, faculty and staff, women and
men alike shared powerful stories about vio
lence, sexual assault, rape, incest and domes
tic violence. The bravery of the women and

men who shared the stories was indescrib
able. Tears, hope and support were shared
in the moment, the most profound part of
the evening. They brought to light the real
ity of the dire situation in the US. regarding
sexual assault. They put faces to the victims
of these violent acts while disempowering
the assailants.
The night ended with a candlelight march
around the Brighton campus. Participants
joined together to show support for the cause
singing and chanting. The night of this pow
erful show of humanity was dedicated to a
victim of violent sexual assault, Isabelle.
A special thanks to SOWL for sponsor
ing and organizing the event, to the “Dear
Pastor Project” participants, the PTK Honor
Society, MCC’s Counseling Center, MCC’s
Campus Events, Lindsey Bell, Chaz Day,
Beatrice Camp, Senator Joe Robach and
everyone who shared their story.

Several States Revising Credit Card Billing
Practices Under Scruity
Organ Donation Laws
SHAREE TURPIN
SENIOR WRITER

Recently, the states of Virginia, Idaho, Utah, South Dakota
md others have revised their
irgan donation laws, in order
0 improve the chronic shortLge of organs, such as kidneys
ind livers, according to a recent
Vashington Post.
In the U.S., there are over
!0,000 men, women, and chilIren that are in need of an organ
ransplant, and every 30 minites a name is added to that list,
some dilemmas have come to
ight between patient and famly wishes. Questions have been
photo courtesy of MCT
•aised concerning conflicting
vishes of unconscious patients
vho singed donor cards however also specified the refusal of lifesupport, and family refusing to grant the wish of their loved one to
be a donor.
According to the Washington Post, some critics, and even doctors,
worry that because of the current laws, being kept on life-support
against family wishes and some hesitation of fetors giving drugs
to dying patients for fear of destroying the organs will result, has cre
ated ethical dilemmas. This law is causing confusion, because many
Americans check the box on their driver’s licenses and don’t even
know what is to come.
There are currently 18 states that are pending this law to be final.
Many other states, including New York, are not even considering
this change.

Attempt to Commit
Crime
Someone attempted to:
remove a PC from 7-107
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SCOTT BOGUMIL

LYNDA REDDEN
NEWS EDITOR

Grace periods are the third
The Senate’s Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations component of the subcommit
heard testimony in March on tee’s recent agenda. Generally,
billing practices of the three grace periods for purchases are
largest credit card issuers in the not given unless the balance is
U.S., examining fees, grace peri paid in full monthly. If a bal
ance remains unpaid from the
ods, and interest rates.
Credit card issuers apply previous month, any new pur
one of several interest rates. chases accrue interest from the
Depending on the type of trans transaction date.
An Ohio man gave testimony
action, there is one rate for regu
lar purchases, another for cash to the committee of credit card
advances, yet another for balance purchases between 2001 and
transfers and account checks, 2002 totaling $3,200 on a card
and a penalty interest rate for with a $3,000 limit in finance
exceeding the credit limit that of a wedding. With addition of
can be more than 30 percent. penalties, fees and tiered interest
After a monthly payment, if a charges, his tally came to nearly
balance remains for a previous $11,000.
Such charges are common
month, interest is often charged
on the entire amount, including in the industry, said Carl Levin,
chairman of the senate subcom
the amount paid.
Fees take a variety of forms: mittee in a March press release.
late fees, over limit fees, and “The credit card industry thrives
telephone payments. These fees on the confusion and powerless
are incorporated into the bal ness of consumers to both nick
ance and are subject to interest el and dime the average card
charges resulting in an upward holder and to commit highway
spiral and likely a higher inter robbery of anyone who slips up
even in the slightest.”
est rate.

Trespass Investigation
A student followed a resi
dent into Bldg. 51 to do
laundry
Violation Code of
Conduct
A resident had a toy gun in
Pioneer Hall and had a hag |
over the smoke detector
|
April 9
Grand I,arceny 3rd
An employee admitted
stealing from the bookstore
April 17

1 Fire
j Grease fire in food tab, fire j
put out by RFD and WBFD
I responded
• Petit Larceny
* Resident's keys were \toUn
from Bldg. 51
I
5

April 18

I
'
s
:

Petit Larceny
A student reports he felt
asleep and an unknown
person stole his laptop
Suspicious
Condition/
Person
Former MCC staff member
made a threat in 3-175
April 19
Burglary
A resident entered 51-109
and .stole a guitar
Fire
Residents of 51-109 burnt
food and left the suite
Violation
Code
of
Conduct
A student was drinking in
52-309
April 20

Violation MCC Policy
Students were alarmed by
comments of another stu
dent in 9A-114
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Who is to blame for Virginia Tech?
SCOTT BOGUMI
ASSOCIATE WRITER

« M E N

R V

PIN^N

Less
Restrictions
on Who
Can Buy
Guns Is Not
Necessarily
A Good
Thing

The recent violence at Virginia Tech has
forced us, as a society, to question many
things. The main question? Why? Why did
this individual do what he did? Moreover,
why has there been a sudden increase in vio
lence, especially among young people? As
a society we have done what is natural to
ensure the furthering of our beliefs and val
ues; point the finger.
Who is really to blame for all these acts
of senseless violence? Are the proprietors
of these violent acts completely to blame?
Instead of treating the problems as they
arise we should instead look to the root of
the problems. We as a society are as much
to blame as the individuals who perform
these atrocities. Our current society raises
violence to dignified levels. Advertisements
for violence are viewed next to advertise
ments for non-violence. The media fills it’s
moral obligations in this way. We portray
violence as desirable and acceptable, rather
than chastise the individuals who carry out
violent acts.
Humanity is intrinsically violent and his
tory is proof of this. Within recorded his
tory, there are very few years without war.
Ancient Romans regularly watched gladia
tors kill each other as a form of entertain
ment. The examples are endless. Why then
do we distract ourselves from this fact, writ
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ing the individuals who perpetrate these vio
lent acts as mentally ill and the like.
We must look to the root of the problem
rather than simply treating the individual
cases or categorizing them as independent
from the norms of our society. We glori
fy violence. Why is it such a surprise that
individuals carry out these acts of senseless
violence? We made the bed, now we must

sleep in it. We seem to be in the need of a
new bed, a new structure for society that will
foster peace and tranquility rather than vio
lence and death. We must stop passing the
blame and justifying actions. You and I are
as much to blame for these atrocities as the
individuals who carry them out.

SCOTT BOGUMI
ASSOCIATE WRITER

If you plan on taking a trip
to New Orleans anytime soon,
you might want to give a second
thought to doing any breaking
and entering while you’re there.
In “The Big Easy,” gun sales
have skyrocketed. It is the first
time in the city that personal
protection gun sales have sur
passed hunting gun sales. This
is due to the huge increase in
crime since hurricane Katrina
hit the city in 2005 and the
citizens capitalizing on a little
known law.
In New York State, it is legal
to shoot someone if they are
entering your dwelling. If you
personally own the dwelling,
you believe they are burglariz
ing and you don’t shoot them in
the back. Most states in the U.S.
have similar laws to this such
as Article 35.20 #4 of the New
York State Penal Law. Because
of the rash of burglaries in New
Orleans, the citizens have been
taking the law into their own
hands, shooting intruders they
believe are breaking into their
homes.
Disaster will undoubtedly
stem from this influx of civilian
justice, leaving the family mem
ber or friend of a gun wield
ing New Orleans home owner,
in the hospital or worse. It
seems, though, that this is the
only choice the still devastated
city has, and kudos for defend
ing what is rightfully theirs.
Hopefully, only good will come
of it.
So think carefully next time
you decide to break into a house
for some quick cash or your
neighbors new G.I. Joe, you may
be greeted by a hailstorm of bul
lets instead.

Abstinence Classes Are
Not Fooling Anybody

JENNIFER GRAHAM

lENNIFER GRAHAM

ASST. OPINION EDITOR

ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Teenagers hear it all the time,
from parents and teachers, fam
ily members and priests. Most
of the time, they stop and lis
ten to the word being repeat
edly sung from their mouths,
however, they usually listen to
what society is coming at them
with. The complete thought of
abstinence tends to be one of
the parading aspects of society
that teenagers either completely
ignore or believe until the day
they perish.
In Washington DC, classes in
High Schools have been created
concerning Abstinence and why
it is such an important subject
to be thinking about within the
teenage population. Yet, all in all
- are these classes really help
ing students learn what many
believe is right?
Shouldn’t individuals choose
what they believe is right for
them and not for the over all
opinionated society? “Students
who took part in sexual absti
nence programs were just as
likely to have sex as those who

Has Society Created a New
Definition for Drama?

did not, according to a study
ordered by Congress,” declares
Kevin Freking, a writer for the
Associated Press on April 13th,
2007. According to that article
Abstinence Classes Don’t Stop
Sex, $176 million is put aside for
classes, which teach that abstinence-until-marriage is the only
possible choice to make.
Is it right to teach this when
most of the students coming
out of the classes are becoming
sexually active anyway? Classes
don’t teach, society does. What
teenagers and young adults see
is more effective then the lec
tures they hear during classes.
And all in all, shouldn’t indi
viduals have their own beliefs
instead of listening to everyone
else’s?

In the past, drama has been
recognized as a form of art or
a genre of show in which you
watch on television or on a stage.
Drama used to be seen as a series
of emotional and vivid events
leading to one notably predicted
result. Nowadays, drama has its
own description when it comes
to how it is viewed by most of
societies teenagers and young
adults.
Drama is best described as
any confrontation between any
individual or more than one per
son, either ending with horrid
feelings towards one another,
or a very unlikely agreement.
Everyday when you open up
a newspaper, magazine or an
online blog or website, mainly
all that is concentrated on is the
drama going on in society- the
car crashes, the murders, the
deaths, the fires. Why does the
media constantly concentrate on
the negative aspects of society
over the positive and most enjoy
able ones?
When someone attends a
hockey game, barely anyone
really notices the amazing goals
being scored, they only con
centrate on the fights that took
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place and if anyone got hurt
in result of them. This goes
exactly along the same lines as
to what the media does when
it comes to positive outlooks
on a community. Why don’t we
concentrate on a wondrous aca- Ij
demic achievement of a student
or on the birthday of a very elder
person?
If only everyone could con
centrate on the good of the pop
ulation other then what is going
wrong with it, society could
finally become a much safer and
understandable place to thrive
in. Why not support the good ,a
of the world? Is it really that hor- 1
rible to wish upon the brightest 1
star among the fading ones?
®

Pay Inequality
Between Men
and Women
Should Campus Security Carry Side Arms? Continues to
Increase

Guns On Campus Wrong Idea
KIRAMUNGER
ASSOC lA I t, WRI l ER

Due to the recent tragedy that
occurred at Virginia Tech, many
may have given thought to hav
ing armed security guards on
campus. Even though we will
never know if the same outcome
would have occurred at Virginia
Tech, if the campus security had
been armed, I do not believe
that campus guards should be
armed. I believe that having
armed guards would change the
atmosphere of the campus.
Making students feel as if
they need to be guarded to pre
vent them from doing something
as atrocious as shooting their
classmates. Just because one stu
dent would think of bringing
a gun to school does not mean
that all students would I would
feel uneasy about walking in
and out of a building guarded by
armed security officers. Many
of our guards are former police
officers and would know how to
handle a gun responsibly, how
ever accidents can still occur.
Even if the campus had armed
security guards, a student who
was demented enough to want
to shoot classmates, could still
smuggle in a hand gun.
In my opinion, the solution
tor these acts of violence does
not lie in having armed securi

Security Needs To be Armed
In Order To Protect Us
RYAN MOSES

ty guards, then metal detectors,
followed by individual searches
whenever a student enters the
campus. I believe the answer
lies in examining the way our
society is filled with so much
violence; from prime time tele
vision shows, to how we deal
with foreign affairs. MCC cur
rently has a zero tolerance tor

guns; I believe it should stay this
way for students as well as cam
pus security. Even after hearing
about the shootings at Virginia
Tech, I still feel safe coming to
the MCC campus.

Letter to the Editor

Many lives can be sparred if
something ever arises if campus
security is armed.
If the Virginia Tech security
guards had been armed, they
could have possibly prevented
some deaths. This is the same
with the Columbine inctdenl.
With a fast response time and
a substantial amount of train
ing, many situations could either
be prevented or limited in the
amount of injuries and casual
ties.
MCC Public Safety should
be armed. A lot of the officers
are already police certified and
have been trained to use side
arms. The training they have
received provides them the abil
ity to know how and when to use
them to protect the students and
faculty of MCC. Many situa
tions could arise on this campus
that would need these tools for
officer safety or a third person’s
safety.
Having trained, armed offi
cials on campus would provide
security to be armed.
Recently SUN Y Geneseohad another level of safety to the col
their policy changed to allow lege and its students. Without
their University Police to carry this, we will continue to be
side arms. This to me is a great afraid of what could happen in
idea. I believe every college our school and what we must do
campus and certain high schools to prevent it otherwise.
should have armed guards.

Gun control has been recent
ly a hot topic for debate ever
since the tragedy at Columbine
High School in Colorado. Now
the issue has been resurrected
to a new level with the .shooting
of 33 people at Virginia Tech.
A main component of the issue
is allowing campus and school

SCOTT BOGUMi
ASSOCIATE WRITER

Women make and average of
$1.2 million less than men over
the course of their lifetime,
according to a report recent
ly published by the American
Association of University
Women (AAUW).” Up until
now, it was believed that men
and women received similar
pay.
This enormous gap appar
ently starts as soon as gradua
tion, whereupon women begin
earning less immediately. The
AAUW reports that a major
contributing factor is the con
ditioning of women to be more
submissive and agreeable than
men.
This is an atrocity against
equality and must be corrected.
Men and women alike must
take a stand against this, one of
many inequalities women face
every day. There is no reason
a man and a women, equally
educated, with equal experi
ence should have any discrep
ancies in income.
In order for men and women
to be truly equal, they must
actually be treated as such.
This is inexcusable in this sup
posedly “progressive” society.

Sport Hunting Is Not Ethical And Should
Not Be Allowed In Today’s Society

SUBMITTED BY

EMILY KROENING

KIRA MUNGER
GUEST WRITER

that the adding of new words
to the dictionary is “going a
little too far”. I wonder that she
wouldn’t want the words cre
ated by her generation to make
a mark on history. I also would
ask her to consider what our
world would be like without the
addition throughout the ages
of slang and new words to the
dictionary. Imagine how differ
ent things would be without the
thousands of words coined by
William Shakespeare and others
like him.
Am I against slang? Certainly
not. I love to explore, stretch, and
even break the rules of language.
I use some slang myself Do I,
however, think that slang can be
substituted for knowledge and
mastery of traditional grammer
and vocabulary? Absolutely not.
Please do not confuse laziness
and rebellion with individuality
ety.
Third, the author believes and creativity.

In response to the Assistant
Opinion Editor’s article on slang
in today’s culture, I have this
to say. First, I find it absolutely
erroneous that she can equate
the use of slang with individu
ality and freedom. Every day
across the world, people repeat
slogans and catch phases that
were coined by someone else. It
intrigues me that someone could
call that “unique and individu
alistic”.
Second, I challenge the idea
that “if everyone in society talk
ed precisely and rationally, the
world would be a boring and
uninteresting nation to proceed
through.” Perhaps if this sen
tence made grammatical sense
I could agree with it, but I am
doubtful, since precision and
rationality are two highly prized
characteristics in today’s soci

Sport hunting is a sport that has grown in pop
ularity. There is a difference, though, between
sport hunting and other sports; in sport hunting
the object is to kill. I believe that sport hunting
is wrong and should be banned for a number of
reasons.
First of all, each year, many hunting accidents,
fatal and nonfatal are reported. In the year 2005
the International Hunter Education Association
conducted a survey in 45 states. The results con
cluded that in that year, 623 nonfatal and fatal
hunting accidents occurred. Also, hunting desen
sitizes people, many of who start hunting at an
early age, to violence, animal abuse, and killing.
Finally,
I believe that hunting is a form of animal cru
elty and should be recognized as such. Whenever
hunters shoot at any animal there is always a
chance that the animal will not be killed instantly.
If the animal escapes and runs on to private prop
erty with a posted “no hunting” sign, than the
property owners must decide if they should go
against their moral beliefs and allow the hunters
on their property to end the animal’s suffering as
soon as possible or allow the animal to continue
to suffer.
............

Something that might be generally thought is
that hunting deer is necessary to keep the deer
population under control, this is not true. There
are other solutions. Sterilization, fencing in crops,
capturing then transferring, and reintroducing
natural predators, such as wolves and bears, are
many methods that towns could try instead. The
downside for the town is that these methods are
more expensive than allowing people to hunt the
deer. I know that there are other sides to this issue,
so .write in and share your opinion.
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Legal Music Downloads on the Rise
SHAREE TURPIN
SENIOR WRITER

“Did you hear that new song?” “Of course, it’s on my iPod.”
This is a common conversation that relates to the popular act of
downloading. Piracy, which is the unauthorized use or reproduc
tion of copyrighted material, has been a high concern over the past
years. However, recently it’s said that legal music downloading has
increased.
In a report by the Computer Business Review Online, legal
downloads have expanded throughout four countries-U.S., France,
Germany, and the U.K.- tripling to 180 million legal downloads
since the beginning of 2005.
The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFIP)
says this trend is credited towards legal digital websites. In a survey
done by Business Software Alliance, teens who downloaded illegally
stated that it was because of “financial reasons.” So far, those rea
sons haven’t been an issue since the increase began. This means that
instead of copying an already purchased CD or DVD and passing it
on to friends (peer to peer sharing), consumers have actually taken
advantage of subscriptions to online music stores.
Websites like Napster allow consumers to buy songs for .99 cents
and also have service available for certain mobile phone carriers for
fixed purchases, all available online. Apple’s iTunes has gift cards
available up to $500, which equals up to 500 songs or around 38
albums.
To the music industry, this is great news. According to the Record
Industry Association of America (RIAA), in 2001 CD shipments
dropped 7 percent from the usual full shipment. Yet, because of
the decrease in copyright infringement, CD shipments increased by
10.2 percent during 2004. As a result, many consumers, particularly

Calendar
of Events
Ma\ 14
l.unchtinio with MAMA
Ori^’ami
Monroe A
12-1 p.in.

Hook Hu>back
Book store
8 a.m.-5 p.in.

WILLIAM MATTHIAS

KATIE O’CONNOR

.

Student Leader and Student
Worker
Appreciation s?
Luncheon
I
Damon City Campus 5th
floor Atrium
12:30-1:30 p.m.

May 19 & 20
Artworks and Poetwords
Exhibit
The Dome Arena’s Glass
Lounge
2695 E. Henrietta Rd.
12-5 p.m.
May 24
OutFlakes Open Mic
MCC Atrium
7 p.m.
May 26 & 27
Artworks and Poetwords
Exhibit
The Dome /\rena’s Glass
Lounge
12-5 p,m.

Lilac Fast
in Full
Swing

LIFESTYLES EDITOR

May 17

OutFlakes Open Mic
MCC Atrium
7 p.m.

students, have started using the music websites as well as visiting
a local retail store to buy it off the shelf. This trend is expected to
continue.

The iLike Plug-in: Music Discovery and
Social Networking for Apple’s iTunes

Mu\ 16

Spring Vocal Concert
North Atrium
7:30 p.m.

Illustration courtesy MCT

For those savvy in under
standing and operating music
sharing sites and services, you’ve
probably heard of the relatively
new music-sharing community,
iLike, which is easily integrated
into Apple’s iTunes and allows
its users to discover free music
and connect with others with
similar musical interests.
iLike connects with iTunes
via a plug-in (sidebar), in which
you can find music related to
what your listening to (through
personalized recommendations),
see what you’re friends are play
ing, create “on the fly” and cus
tom playlists, sample potential
purchases, and download free
mp3s from Garageband.com, an
online community dedicated to
promoting independent artists.
The plug-in is linked with
iLike.com, where you can build
a buddy list and peruse user pro
files, sampling from the recently
and most played songs, librar
ies and playlists, and of course,
send private messages and post
comments. The lay out is simi
lar to that of the popular social
networking services, MySpace
in particular, except that’s its
uncluttered (no excessively
annoying and intrusive graph
ics). What’s even more appeal

ASST. LIFESTYLES EDITOR

photo by Katy 1
ing is that on each user profile
page is a compatibility calcula
tion based on what artists you
have in common. Also available
on the Website are YouTube vid
eos. While sampling a song, a
link is provided that searches for
the video on YouTube, embeds
it into the site and plays it on
the page.
If you can’t seem to tear your
self away from those endless
social networking sessions long
enough to enjoy all these fea
tures, iLike’s got you covered.
You can install a Flash Widget
into MySpace, Facebook, Hi5,
Friendster, Windows Live
Spaces, and other services. The
widget displays your most played
songs and artists, and just played
songs, which visitors can sample

from within the widget.
iLike will even install the
widget into the music section
of your MySpace profile page,
provided you give them your
user name and password (no
worries, the information isn’t
saved in the system); the other
services require manual instal
lation, which is really only a
few simple steps indicated on an
instructional page. The widget
will automatically update each
time you listen to tracks from
within your iTunes library.
The iLike plug-in is com
patible with Mac and Windows
XP and Vista. To download the
plug-in or for additional infor
mation visit www.iLike.com.

Rochesterians know that
with the Lilac Festival comes
spring, so store away your win
ter clothes because the fest, run
ning from May 11 to 20, has
begun!
Of course the beautiful
blooming flowers are only a
small fraction of this annual
local celebration. The lengthy
list of performers includes Mike
Doughty, the Sim Redmond
Band and Uncle Plum. The art
& crafts shows are the Lilac
Festival Arts & Crafts Show
(May 12 and 13) and the Art in
the Park Show (May 19 & 20).
On Tuesday, the entertaining
sounds of the Spanish Harlem
Orchestra will buoy up Excellus
Blue Cross Blue Shield Latino
Day. Lastly, the MedVed Lilac
lOK and 5K runs will kick off
the final day. The fun, food and
music starts full-swing daily at
10:30 a.m. running until 8:30
p.m.
For more information about
times, schedules, performances
and parking, go to www.lilacfestival.com.

The Monroe Doctrine Needs You!
We need writers, photographers, section editors, and copy editors for the rest of the
semester and for the fall. If interested stop by room 3-134 or call 292-2.^40
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Easing into Activity Prevents Injuries
PETER DEYO

SENIOR WRITER
With the sudden arrival of spring, MCC
has emerged from hibernation. Warm weather
brings the desire to quickly resume favorite
outdoor activities. This can be an adjustment
for muscles that have been inactive for months.
During the winter, shorter days, heavy schoolwork loads, and seasonal depression can create
excuses not to exercise. Add holiday meals to
that equation and fitness levels are no where
near where they should be. Students often pick
up their routines of running or walking to get
back into shape for summer fun.
Jumping back into working out with muscles
that haven’t been used in months can lead to
problems that plague the entire summer. The
excitement to be outside again can lead to over
doing activity in the beginning which can cre
ate strained, or even worse, torn muscles. There
are usually no warning signs, as injuries are

often not felt until the next day.
A few simple steps can prevent that nagging
injury this summer. Many trainers agree that a
safe start to exercise is to perform the activity
at a low intensity until the legs or arms ache or
feel heavy and then stop for the day. Gradual
build-up into the activity is the most important
way to avoid injuries. Each time the muscles
are worked to this initial point of fatigue, they
respond productively and workouts last increas
ingly longer.
Flexibility also prevents injuries. Most ben
efits that come from stretching are long-term.
Although often done just before activity, proper
stretching is a separate supplement to exercise
that can be done at any time. Five minutes a
day should be devoted to the basic stretches that
incorporate all major muscle groups.
During the excitement of getting the running
shoes back out and hitting the road, remember
to use patience and ease back into activity to
ensure a promising summer.

Crafting a Comeback:
Overcoming the One-Sided Crush
KATIE O’CONNOR
ASST. LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Illustration by John Eilers-Llyod

We all have or have had a crush, whether on a kindergarten class
mate or in college on that guy you have a class with. Say that in all
cases, they don’t crush back. How we handle this agonizingly simple
yet deeply sorrowful situation decides whether it takes days or years
to move on. In any case, retaining an attachment to this crush will
only lead to more sadness. The following methods for freeing your
self are taken from common sense, when you like someone and they
just don’t care.
A great tip is to avoid the crush as much as possible. Refusing to
be in the same place allows him or her to possibly drift out of mind
and clear memory. Doing such a thing, might be hard if you work
with them often and you can’t quit your job. In that case, it might be
more practical to keep your body and mind busy with anything but
your crush. Courses, family, friends, sports, volunteering or hob
bies like playing piano are powerful tools when trying to overcome
unrequited love.
If that co-worker continues to be distracting, remind yourself that
though he seems perfect now, he too has an annoying tic just like
anyone else. Because you’ll find someone new to crush on whether
you diligently try or not, don’t get discouraged. As it is said, “there
are plenty of fish in the sea;” better yet, some crush back.
If none of the above appear very effective after attempting them,
just keep trying, let time pass, and don’t worry about it. While the
clock ‘ticks’, people and seasons change, moves are made, crushes
fade away. Eventually you won’t feel anything when your mind cross
es them, and it becomes simply a slightly painful phase of life that
you endured. And life can hurt. But handling that hurt constructively
makes all the difference in your comeback and future healthy rela
tionships. If nothing else works, a very strong catharsis is expressing
your feelings and experience through painting, composing a poem or
song, or even writing about it, like in a newspaper article.

Road Trippin’ Tips:
Guidelines for a Worry Free Ride
SHAREE TURPIN
SENIOR WRITER

Summer is just ahead and travel agencies are up and running, but
traveling in a plane is not for everyone. Therefore, loading up the
family van or renting a car from the airport is the last resort. Usually,
road trips are looked upon as just a long trip. However, nowadays
there are new ways to make “on the road” fun, and of course, safe.
By browsing a few different websites, such as www.freetraveltips.
com, www.roadtripamerica.com, and www.travelwithyourkids.com,
you can discover a few ways to put energy into your trip and remind
ers for planning wisely.
To start, if you are going in your own car make sure your insur
ance is up-to-date. It is important to have inspections on automo
biles and allow time to fix any problems. Next, research your routes
and study your maps (this reduces chances of getting lost and also
introduces worthwhile sightseeing). When traveling with pets, it is
important to keep water and allow them to step out of the car (smell
ing new scents is adventurous to them). When packing, stick to the
following guidelines:
• Take proper identification
• Always have a first-aid kit and spare tire

photo courtesy MCT
• Keep your cell phone and cell phone charger with you
• Keep canned food and snacks, as well as water, around for unex
pected stops.
Finally, if the usual spotting of the most out-of-state license plates
is a bore, try keeping a camera on hand for candid shots, journal new
sites that amaze you, or even purchase “odds and ends” at every rest
ing station that can remind you of your trip. It’s good to be safe on
road trips, but even better to be creative, .

Poor Sleep
Effeets Moral
Judgement
SHAREE TURPIN
SENIOR WRITER

“Hitting the hay” is a saying
and action everyone is familiar
with. We lay our heads on that
fluffy pillow, and nature takes
its course. However, many are
unaware of the effects of sleep
deprivation and what it does to
our moral judgments. We are
reminded of getting at least eight
to nine hours of sleep a day, but
rarely does the word “morals”
fall into those discussions.
www.eurekalert.org
has
recently posted a journal piece,
by the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine that explains
these findings. In the article, a
study was described and gave
details on how 26 adults were
put through tests dealing with
moral dilemmas. During these
tests, some had rest and oth
ers were awake for 53 hours.
They were done by Dr. William
Killgore from the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research.
Dr. Killgore states that “sleep
loss is disruptive to .. .prefrontal
regions of the brain which are
important to service of judg
ment.” Even though this is
true. Dr. Killgore also says that
this does not mean there is a
decline in morality, but simply
the response to changes.
With this said, college stu
dents, and many others, need all
the rest they can get. In order
to get the suggested sleep time,
some tips include the following:
avoiding naps, limiting caffeine,
and keeping a regular schedule
when it comes to waking up and
going to sleep. For more infor
mation on this topic, visit www.
newscientist.com.
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Secret
Garden
Exploring the Gn^nhouse at MCXl^
Many people do not
understand that MCC has
a a beautiful “secret gar
den.” which has been here
since 1985. Welcome to
the greenhouse.
Jan, the senior techni
cal assistant of the biol
ogy department, was
kind enough to guide me*
through this hidden, peace
ful mini-jungle, within the
confines of building nine.
She is also the green
house manager who, with
the help of student aides,
oversees the care and
growth of the hundreds of
exotic plants, all thriving
side by side.
After reaching the end
of a narrow hallway in
building nine, there it is;
the elusive rooms 9-113 A
& B: MCC’s greenhouse.
photo by Katy Burke
Mi

From top to bottom: the plumeria blooms
perfectly in the early afternoon light; thiscenturies old maple leaf begonia basks in
the light from the open windows; The lemon
plant bears lemons not quite ripe for the
picking, and this sole pineapple of the entire
plant in its beginnings.

photo h\ Kuty Burke

photo hy Ryan Terry
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photo by Katy Burke

photo by Ryan Terry

Clockwise, starting above:
the potted plants including
aloe, fill up an entire sec
tion; the cacti soak in the
spring sun; the “ground
plants section.”
Bottom picture: the Venus
fly trap awaits its next din
ner.
photo by Katy Burke

photo by Katy Burke
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Upon stepping inside, one gradually becomes
accustomed to the comfortable air emitted from
the ceiling, preset to just the right touch of heat
and humidity. The greenhouse juts out from
the side of the building, having an inside brick
wall crossed occasionally with broad-leafed ivy.
There arc two main rooms the plants are housed
in: the one on the right being filled with mostly
ground plants, while the left occupies a vast
attractive collection of smaller potted green
organisms.
Between the two is a work area, which also
serves as the quarantine section, with “new
and sick plants,” Jan says, to prevent the spread
of disease. All of the subtropical and tropical
plants thrive on individual care, the same per
fectly balanced temperature, and a complete
lack of pesticides and chemicals. Many pots,
trees, shrubs and flowers are labeled, some
times with the country of origin and scientific
name as well.
One of the first tables inside the door in
the “smaller plants” room, displays seedlings
amidst a various array of diverse life. These
include a Venus fly trap, and a Resurrection
plant which closes up when dried, opening only
in water.
Returning to the entrance, a nondescript pot
ted plant is spotted resting upon a central table,
naturally decorated with red tinged stems and
youthful looking leaves. This is the supposedly
200-year-old maple leaf begonia. Jan explains
that approximately 15 years ago, a 95-year-old
woman donated the plant to the college, after
sharing that the begonia was her grandmother’s.
Given this information, it does not seem unrea
sonable to believe that the lovely appealing
plant has aged roughly two centuries.
With jade, fig. and many other trees stretch
ing towards the glass ceiling, bordering the
pebble-packed path, the room across the way
looks more like a small tropical rain forest.
Particularly fascinating is the pineapple tree
which is focusing all of its energy on produc
ing one single fruit. Although the lemon plant
is dotted with green fruits presently, it is quite
near to becoming a cold glass of lemonade.
The other beautiful exotic tall thrush simply
added to the feeling of being far away from
home. Upon leaving this room, 1 was back in
Rochester and one whole hour had passed gaz
ing at all these wonders crammed into one tiny
greenhouse.
Underneath the warm glow from the win
dows, sits a table filled solely with cacti. Among
these numerous drier plants are a strange softhaired cactus, that was donated years ago; a
crown of thorns, a barrel cactus, ccreus cactus,
the Peruvian cactus and the pretty yet pain
ful, prickly pear. Normally, these all originally
blossomed in countries such as Peru, Mexico,
Argentina and the West Indies, but seem to be
comfy and snug in our Rochesterian college.
Across the narrow path, stands another black
bench covered with humongous tubs of slenderIcafed aloes. A spindly Christmas cheer which
is over 4 feet tall, spreads out its long leaves, not
quite leaning against the red brick wall.
The greenhouse is open 12-1 p.m. on
Wednesdays for biology students during the fall
and spring semesters; the biology department
takes cuttings and plants from the greenhouse
to use in experimental dissections in their labs.
To experience this peaceful oasis on campus
for yourself, you may contact Jan Peters at
jpeters@monroecc.edu.
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The Sport of Parkour: Overcoming Environmental Obstacles
CARL ROSS
STAFF WRITER

Created by David Belle and started by his father, a former French
soldier, parkour is a way to move in a setting to get to an intentional
place as fast as possible without losing momentum and using the
body to launch from obstacle to obstacle. It is a sport that really can t
be defined as an extreme sport and it isn’t a complete discipline. The
philosophy of parkour can be put to life since everything can be an
obstacle and can be dealt with efficiently and quickly without losing
the end result.
The practitioners in this sport are called traceurs since they are
tracing their own paths. Running, leaping, and even crawling are
styles to use if they’re best fit for the situation. Parkour involves a lot
of high jumps and long drops so there are ways to keep from land
ing in a weird way, like rolling or jumping from side to another and
pushing off. Also the rate of injuries is high due to landing flat-foot
ed instead of landing on toes. One person well known in this sport
is Sebastien Foucan, creator of free running, which deals more with
acrobatics and flair.
You don’t need much to get started. All an amateur would need
is a light t-shirt, light pair of pants, and some good running shoes. If
desired, a pair of gloves is good too. Anything this strenuous, being
fit is best and starting slow like jumping over a rail with the grassy
side as the landing platform would work, and practicing with others

Dancing in
The ROC
JENNI GRAHAM
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Albert Einstein once said,
“Dancers are the athletes of
god.’’
Dancing is one way that an
individual can not only relax
and concentrate on their art,
but also become one with them
selves and feel truly inspired to
do something of grand beauty.
In Rochester, dancing is well
adored by the people. Some of
the area’s well known dance
studios are places such as the
Hochstein School of Music and
Dance, Garth Fagan Dance
Studio, Ballet de Prague and the
Tango Cafe Dance Studio. Not
only do these studios study bal
let and hip-hop, they also study
different realms of the craft.
The Tango Cafe Dance Studio
prepares the dancer to learn not
only about the usual routines
studied at other studios, but also
dances from around the globe
with multi-cultural and ethnic
backgrounds.
“Dancing allows me to
express myself in ways that I
could not do verbally,” says
MCC dance student, Dana
Flewelling, speaking of her per
sonal experience with this fasci
nating art.
Dance classes are also avail
able on campus as credited
courses, allowing students to
learn more about different and
unique forms of movement as
well as about the past lives of
dance itself.
Dancing allows one to move
in ways never imagined and
teaches expressiveness through
movement. Some people use
music to show their emotions
and others may use the art of
print writing. However, when
dancing, you can express your
self in ways never dreamed of.

photo courtesy MCT

is just as good.
If you want to know more information on this awesome sport,
check out the American Parkour site at www.AmericanParkour.com
or Parkour.NET.

Springtime Smoothie Discovering a Few
With spring permanently in
residence, graduation barreling
its way towards us, and summer
bumping up behind, now is the
time to harness all that unbri
dled energy into something
constructive: getting the blend
er out! From now until Labor
Day, recipes in the kitchen will
call for plenty of fruity flavors
and lighter ingredients con
cocted into smooth, cool cre
ations. Moreover, amateur and
pro bakers, chefs, and cooks of
all ages are permitted to end the
slaving over the oven, which is
necessary in the freezing winter
months. Seize the day because
the moment to leave the clatter
ing of pots and pans for some
one else is here, at least for one
afternoon. To partially satiate
the thirst for a cool beverage
on a warm spring day, here’s a
short sweet recipe:

KATIE O’CONNOR
ASST. LIEESTVLES EDITOR

More Rochesters
KATIE O’CONNOR
ASST. LIEESTVLES EDITOR

Rochester was not an uncom
mon name in England, when it
was transposed to the wild uncul
tivated lands of our own unique
hometown in New York. At least
five other cities and towns exist
in the U.S. that claim the same
proud appellation, although it
can be contested that Rachacha,
N.Y. is the most attractive and
diverse. In some respects, these
cities are eerily similar, yet their
characters could never speak
“home sweet home” as well as
Rochester, N.Y.
Rochester, Minn., is consid
ered the “All American City,”
and is the third largest city
photo by Katie O’Connor in its state, also both traits of
Rochester, NY. The Minnesotan
Rochester was named in 1854 for
Springtime Smoothie^
the founding settler’s birthplace,
the “Flour City.” It is positioned
southeast of the twin cities with
Silver Lake running straight
through. The Mayo Clinic is an
Ingredients
excellently reputed, internation
ally known medical institution
1/2 cup apple/raspberry fruit cocktail juice
that has powered the city since
2 cups of orange sherbet
its inception. Somewhat remi
4 oz. (1/2 container) of raspberries and creme yogurt
niscent of Strong and Rochester
General here, this company is
one of the main employers of
both city and state residents.
Directions
The next Rachacha is in
Mix everything in the blender. Pour into one tall glass.
eastern Michigan, just north of
Serve as is or stick in the fridge for 16 hour for a maximum
cold and frosty treat. Satisfies one thirsty adult; for others to
enjoy, simply double or triple up the ingredients for one or two
^ more. Enjoy!_____________________________^

Detroit, which was also named
after western New York’s own.
According to a “Lively Town
Excerpt” on www.ci.rochester.
mi.us, James Graham created
this first long-lasting settle
ment in the area on March 17,
1817. In fond remembrance of
her home in New York, Mrs.
Alexander Graham christened
the new place “Rochester.” This
northern land is the birthplace
of institutes of higher education
that include Rochester College,
Oakland Community College,
and Oakland University.
Located in the southeastern
section of the state, the last of the
big three is Rochester, NH. Its
notable places to visit include the
grand Rochester Opera House
and its Rochester Fair, which
has been celebrated annually for
more than 100 years. The fourth
largest city in the state, “the Lilac
City,” was not named in honor of
New York’s Rochester, but in
fact for the Earl of Rochester.
In addition to these, smaller
communities exist in Indiana,
Washington state, and even a
town in Ulster County near the
Catskills, but to many people the
city of Rochester, NY is the best
and the only Rochester.

Notice of Clubs to be Dechartered
The following clubs are subject to have their charters evoked by the Student Senate. If there are any students interested in .starting
any of these clubs up again, please contact or visit the Campus Center 3-126 (292-2534).
American Institute of Graphic Arts
College Republicans-

Association of Computer Users
Taekwondo Club
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MOVIE REVIEW

Grindhouse

A RODRIGUEZ, tARANTINO DOUBLE FEATURE

||5

CARL ROSS
STAFF WRITER

I A grind house is an American term
■ for a theater that mainly showed exploi; tation films. Now, renowned direcI tors Robert Rodriquez and Quentin
Tarantino bring a double feature that
j revives the life of the grind house the-

I aters with Grindhouse, which consists of
;; Rodriquez’ Planet Terror and Tarantino’s
I Death Proof
What would exploitation films be
without exploitation trailers? Rodriquez
brings a Mexploiation trailer starring
I Danny Treyo and Cheech Marin called
?
APmt 6, 2007

Machete. Then Rodriquez’ Planet Terror
plays off the zombie genre.
A
In this flick, Cherry Darling
(Rose McGowan) and El
Wray (Freddy Rodriquez)

r\
DVD REVIEW

Smokin’ Aces

join along with a sheriff (Michael Biehn)
and his brother, a cook (Jeff Fahey), a
doctor (Marley Shelton) and her father
(Michael Parks) to try to save them
selves from “sickos,” which are people
infected with a biochemical agent made
by a scientist, (Naveen Andrews), who
likes to collect testicles. However, they
must go through an infected general
(Bruce Willis in an unaccredited role)
and his infected army first. It’s chockfull of gore such as Stacy Ferguson’s
(AKA Fergie) death and wild scenes
such as when Darling gets fitted for agun to replace her leg. All in all, it was a
great experience.
After three more faux trailers, the
audience rides into Tarantino’s movie.
Death Proof, taking from car chase
movies. Stuntman Mike (Kurt Russell)
stalks and kills five women in one
night in Austin, Texas with his death
proofed 1970 Chevy Nova. He heads
off to Tennessee and stalks another four

CARL ROSS
STAFF WRITER

The movie that kicked off this
wild 2007 movie season. Smokin’
Aces, is out on DVD. Written and
directed by Joe Carnahan (Narc)
and littered with a cast of great tal
ent, it’s an action comedy that goes
in guns blazing so to speak.
Buddy “Aces” Israel is an illu
sionist crime boss who is willing to
testify to the FBI bringing down another crime boss, Primo
Sparazza, and the whole West Coast’s La Cosa Nostra (or
Mafia). It’s up to two FBI agents to reach him before some of
the world’s grittiest killers put Israel out for good. It ends with
a huge twist that will leave everyone confused but cheering.
The DVD itself is pretty interesting with two commentar
ies both with Carnahan, great outtakes, and cool featurettes
This movie seemed to be an extensive and strenuous because
it surely shows.

CD REVIEW

Nine Inch Nails Year Zero

JOHN EILERS-LLOYD
CARTOON EDITOR

Industrial giants Nine Inch Nails return once
again with the new Year Zero. A concept album
at heart. Year Zero portrays a bleak future of
American society in the year 2022 due to the
politics of today, making this effort very much
in the tradition of George Orwell’s classic 1984.
Arriving quickly (as Nine Inch Nails goes) after
2005’s Yfith Teeth, this is decidedly different from
the bands other recordings. Year Zero certainly
does not disappoint, it should be viewed as an
evolution.
Year Zero continues with the more song ori
ented, straight ahead sound begun on With Teeth.
Although this album is mueh more listenable to
the uninitiated, some hardcore fans may be alien
ated at first. The Nine Inch Nails signature indus
trial grind is still present, but to a much lesser
extent, which really helps to serve the songs. The
lyrics are also different than Trent Reznor’s soul
thrashing usual, in fact, they have to be; he is tell
ing a story through the summation of the album.
The
first
single,
“Survivalism,” bids us not
to trust and take comfort in
the people supposedly rep
resenting America’s greater
good. “The Beginning of

the End” is a rocker and sets up the album’s mes
sage well. “Vessel,” and the introspective “Me,
I’m Not” sound most like the traditional industrial
rock Nine Inch Nails fans are used to. “Capital G”
is very well written, and Trent delivers the lyrics
in a charming way over the song’s shuffle.
Year Zero is a good listen, beginning to end.
In fact, the heat-sensitive CD face rewards the lis
tener by changing design after a spin in the player.
Always original, expect even greater things in the
future from Trent Reznor and Nine Inch Nails. Pick
this one up, give it a listen, and embrace the mes
sage; Year Zero offers a lot to keep you satisfied.

ladies and meets his match. It has car
chases and crashes, hot ladies and gory
death sequences, such as the first crash
being shot four times just to show how
each woman in the car died. Of course,
no one can forget that it’s a Tarantino
movie; there’s an extensive dialogue
sequence in the middle of the flick.
Death Proof is another cool feature in
the double feature.
Don’t get upset if the film jumps,
shows discoloration and scratches, and
pops show up constantly, because it’s
part of the whole experience. It implies
that both movies went through heavy
rotation in theaters.
Not for the faint of heart (and those
who can’t stand horror and terror flicks),
Grindhouse is perfect for Rodriquez,
Tarantino, horror, terror, and nostalgia
fans. There are possibilities for a sequel
but let’s let this get us ready for the
upcoming “big movie’’ season.

MUSIC
SPOTLIGHT

Whinny Blue

STEVE DUSHANKO
SENIOR WRITER

Whinny Blue, Mr. Mischief, The Neighborhood Bad Guy, he’s
more then just an emcee with something to say, he’s the new voice
for underground Hip-Hop.
Whinny Blue, aka Brenden Ramsdell, walks our shared hal
lowed halls of MCC as a Bio-Chemistry major, works the 9-5 (or
like many of us the 5-1 that allows time for school) chases the
ladies and likes to get down. But he is not content to remain on
the sidelines when it’s time to party; he’d prefer to be in front of
the mic, spittin’ his rhymes with the Fellas, P-Stu and D’Style.
“Music isn’t something you can teach yourself to be apart of...
it’s in your blood, your genetics, your soul...you either got it, or
you don’t. For me, it’s something I live and breath, it’s my own
flesh and blood...It’s like I don’t have a choice to rock the mic or
not...it’s something I’ve gotta do.” says Whinny Blue.
Whinny Blue and the Fellas, recorded their second LP last
fall. At last I had something to dispute people who believe that
hip-hop is stale, Rochester has no music scene and that white
guys can’t rap. OK, I made that last part up, it has been long
proven that white guys can rap but Whiny Blue isn’t any Eminem
knock-off.
“I do my own thing. I don’t consider myself to be any more
like one artist then another...although the influence of some of the
greats is hard to deny, I try and keep it versatile,” says Whinny
Blue.
Whinny Blue and the Fellas represent a slightly more intel
lectual form of rhyme. While they occasionally delve into the
scatological and profane once in a while, they also not only touch,
but grab a hold of and throttle social issues. I think this “higher”
intelligenee can be best summed up in P-Stu’s line: “Journalizing
my life one page at a time. I’m gonna take you on a journey to
every stage in your mind...”
He spits his game so nice that you may have to think twice to
realize the product he’s pushing isn’t dope.
Catch them yourselves; they’re blowing up venues from
Jimmy Mac’s to Damian’s and this summer are going to be fea
tured at The Big Riddle, a three day interactive festival of music,
art and love, August 24-26. The Big Riddle is being brought to
you by Rochester’s own home-grown blend of groove rock reg
gae, Sleeping Giant; is taking plaee in Phelps and will also fea
ture a night with the Buddhahood.
WhinnyBlue’s 4th upcoming album. Back Stage Pass, will
be released mid summer of 2007 under his own label JonnyCool
Productions. You can check out his music, upcoming shows and
videos at www.MySpace.com/WhinnyBlueMusic.
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ACROSS
1 Tops of overalls
5 Fortune cards
10__up
(strengthen)
14 Facial
expression
15 La Scala
production
16 Car shaft
17 Exclusively
18 Fit for a king
19 Green color
20 Crude workers
22 Doomed
24 Animal’s gullet
25 Jolly laugh
27 Coffeepot
28 The Wizard of
Menlo Park
30 Fully equipped
34 Painter Jan
36 Greek mount
38 Nest-egg letters
39 Wide-spreading
evergreen
41 Adds one’s
share
44 “Sting like a bee”
boxer
45 Greenhorn
47 Parts of speech
48 Metal mender
51 Get
53 Artie’s Gardner
54 Lee of comics
55 Yahoo, e.g.
58 Move to a
fallback position
62 Guitarist Flatt
64 Cuddly George
Lucas creature
65 Because of
67 Accept for work
68 Dancing gala
69 Actor Welles
70 Show jealousy
71 Gibb or Garcia
72__and bounds
73 Matures
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8 Kind of contract
9 Bankhead of
“Lifeboat”
10 Tropical fruit
11 Lighted word
12 Glamour rival
13 Nourish
21 Endangered Afr.
mammal
23 To and__
26 Truancy
29 Ruby or Sandra
31 Unhooking
32 Poet’s Ireland
33 Blocker and
Duryea
34 Takeout side
35 Flooring piece
37 F.__Fitzgerald
40 Haphazardly
DOWN
42 Harebrained
1 Flourish
43 Taro product
2 Part of Asia Minor 46 Most reckless
3 Cotton pest
49 In a gloomy
4 Hebrides isle
manner
50 Holiday lead-in
5 Human trunks
52 Raptor’s
6 “The Naked
7 Areas
weapons
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“Sheesh! I gotta start groomin’ myelf better,
i found THIS in my belly button.”
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56 Wait on
57__on
(victimizes)
58 “I Know How He
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“Trainspotting”
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60 Spilled the
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61 Restore to
health
63 George Beverly
or John
66 Tip of a wingtip
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Welcome to Falling Rock National Park by Josh Sholek
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Get Protected.

PURCHASE
COLLEGE

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Free and CONFIDENTIAL
Family Planning Services and now offering:

APPLY TO PURCHASE COLLEGE!
> Small Classes
> Early Registration
> Program Specific Advising
> Up to 90 Credits Accepted
> Over 40 Majois
> Convenient Location
> Liberal Studies i-rograms
(Evening and Part-time)

Birth control • Emergency Contraception
STD testing and treatment • Pregnancy testing
HIV rapid testing with resuits in 20 minutes

Call Highland Family Planning at
279-4890 for an appointment.
Highland Hospital
STRONG

HEALTH

An affiliate of the
University of Roehester
Medical Center

When yoM're at Paul Smiths College^
it's about till? expelience.
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stop when you grac-.;.?tei
Schedule a visit and
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THE COLLEGE OF THE ADIRONDACKS^

Paul Smiths, N.Y.
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D O C T R INE

WoPd Wisdom
owio spell
like a champ

NEOLOGISMS
I
I
;
S
I

Did you feel a little tingle the first time you got a perfect score on a spelling test? Let’s
extrapolate (defined in “Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the EngUsh
Language, Unabridged”: “predict by projecting past experience or known data”) and imag
ine that that perfect score had earned you a big cash prize, a guest spot on a hot late-night
talk show, and your picture in every major newspaper in the country. Now we’re talking
more than a tingle. Most spelhng bee champions would call it a pretty big buzz!
The National Spelling Bee, held each spring, is really just a mote public, more difficult, but
much cooler spelling test, where a huge audience applauds every time you get a word right.
But even if you’ll never be the last one standing — or rather, spelhng — at the National
Spelling Bee, there are still plenty of cool things to leam about how to spell words. Here,
we’ve gathered some tips, tricks, lists and games to have you spelhng like a pro in no time.

VERY GENERAL
RULES
Let’s begin with the mles that
^ply across the board to words
from every part of speech.

‘^Neologism” is defined in ' ®
^'Webster’s Third” as “a new
word, usage or expression.” How
new a word has to be in order to
be considered a neologism is
open to debate, but at some point
in time, every word in the dictio
nary has been a neologism! Many
neologisms start (xit as slang, but
widespread and frequent use
eventually gains them acceptance
among linguistic traditiondists.
Note: The words below may not
all be listed in “Webster’s Third”

applet
bioterror
cocooning
defragmenter
emoticon
fashionista
gangsta
hoodie
hyperlink
intranet
jihadist
kazillion

m
BUtE 1: Deleting the
silent “e”

latte
megaplex
netiquette
olestra
psychobabble
spinmeister
tatsoi
velociraptor
wakeboard
yoctosecond
yottabyte
zouk

TRICKY WORDS

Drop the final “e” before a suffix
beginning with a vowel, unless
all the following three criteria
are met: (1) the word ends in
ge” or “-ce,” (2) die suffix begiiK
with “a” or “o,” and (3) die
“soft” sound of “g” or “c” is to
be retained. Examples: alleging,
interning; advantageous, noticeable.
■ RULE 2: Doubling the final
consonant
Double the final consonant
before adding a suffix beginning
with a vowel if the word has one
syllable or an accent on the last
syllable. If the acc^t shifts with
t^ addition of the suffix, do not
double the final consonant.
^Examples: abetting, beginner,
r^peUed; conference, reference.
■ RULE 3; Changing “y” to “i”
Wonls that end in y usually
change the “y” to “i” before a
suffix, unless the “y” is the secemd of two vowels at die end of
the word or the suffix begins
with “i.” Examples: happiness,
oiliest; grayness, boyish, flying.
■ RULE 4; Adding a prefix
Whenever a prefix is added to a
word, the spelling of the word
itself remains die san^.
Examples: mis- + shapen =
misshapen; un- + mutable =
immutable. Tliis is one of the
simplest rules to follow because
it h^ no exceptions!
■ RULE 5: Placing “i” before "e”
It may be what we call a “chest
nut,” but the “i”-before-“e”
spelling rule really does woric
most of the time. In this two^ vowel combination (linguists call
j it a digraph when d^ two letters
^malre a single sound), put the “i’’
^ first unless the combination
^immediately follows a “c,” ex*
f has a long “a” sound. Ex^nples:
J believe; perceive, ceiling; vein,
J feint. If the two vowels are pro^ nounced separately, as in sciH ence, concierge, and deity, they
iy should be spelled as pronounced
Prather than according to the rule.
This rale also does not include
J nouns ending in “cy” that forma
M plural by changing “y” to ‘1”
■and adefing “es” like
fi vacancy/vacancies.
m Most of the remaining cromH mon exceptions are:
caffeine
neither
codeine
plebeian
protein
counterfeit
reveille
either
feisty
seismic
foreign
seize
forfeit
sleight
heifer
sovereign
height
stein
heir
surfeit
heist
their
kaleidoscope
veil
leisure
weird

THE LONELY Q
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s
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The words that most people
misspell generally fall into four
categories: exceptions to wellknown spelling rules, like seize;
words with double letters, like
accommodate; words with silent
letters, like subpoena; and words
containing a schwa (the usually
unstressed vowel sound “uh”),
like separate (“SEP-uh-ruhi”).
Outside those main categexies, a
few wonls, like fiery, change the
root spelling when a suffix is
added; and sonw words, like
hypocrisy, are just plain hard!

LANGUAGE
TIDBITS

I

These languages don’t com- %
monly lend worxis to English, and ^
f the words we do have from them I tend to be son^whal unfamiliar. J
j However — hinLhint — tiiey’re 0
* often good spelling bee wor^! ^

|

J
j
I

I
j
j
j
j

s

In words of Afrikaans origin: >
■ Familiarize yourself witii leiter combinations in words such
as uintjie, Uitlander, uitspan,
;'
vaalhaai, volksraad, umfaan,
0
aardvark, bobbejaan, geeldikkop, "
wildebeest, vetkousie. Make a
list of unusual spellings for vari- ous sounds.
In words of Arabic origin:
■ LcMig “e” is sometimes spelled
“ih”: mihrab, ihram, faqih, lasbih, Lihyanic.
(

I
I

■ Many words are spelled more
or less as tl^y sound: mancala,
j masjid, kemancha, albetad, ^ ^
I azodi, bejel.
I ■ There is sometimes a silent
I “h”: madhab, dhimmi, dhikr,
I dukhn, fellagha.
j In words of Eskimo origin:
I ■ A ‘1c” scHind is almost always p
j spelled “k”: Eskimo, komatik,
manak, kooletah, muktuk,
anorak, kamik, makluk, kashim

|
a
^

I

■ A‘1c” sound is sometimes
^Ued “q”: qiviuL

H

In words of Hawaiian origin:
■ There are no silent letters such
as the “e” in hole.

WEIRD WORDS

MAGIC SQUARE
A L M
A R 1 A
L 1 A R
M A R E

c

A magic square
is a square of
letters that reads
the same across
(along the rows)
and down (along
the columns).

i
t
»
J

j

I
In the first puzzle, choose three
of the combining forms shown
below left to form a magic square.

J

There are just a very few wOTds in |
ErtgBsh that use “q” without its
|
Wend"u”:
|
faqth
Inuptaq

Qatari
qintar

qiyas |
Jaqlid |

nasialiq

qivtol

zindiq

j

axi- axis
epi- upon
xen- guest;
foreigner
pre- eariier
than
tri- three

nasgyrsynmycmalinouni-

nose
circle
together
fungus
bad
fiber
one

If that’s too easy, try the game with
four rows of squares. You might think
it would only be a little harder, but
you may be surprised. Good luck!
N3LS 'MOb noiioa :aiSO ‘mob QN003S :iSIH
'MOb 0N003S ‘SOHd ‘MOb bOi OMi 317706
ONI AAOb noiioa ‘N3X
'MOb anaain :ixv ‘/v\Ob dOi :3no 3i2znd
:Sb3MSKV

It gets a lot weirder than the jig;
rule-breaker word “weird.” WhM
could be odder than a word that
seemingly comes from nowhere?
The words below have no known
origin. Some are familiar but oth
ers leave you stranded without g
even a root word to hang on to. v
askarel
lobsoouse
bamboozle
marrowsky
bumicky
mumblebee
flabbergast
quandary
scrivello
gyascutus
huckaback
shenanigan
Jitney
wingdtng
kentledge
yegg

HOW THE
BIRDIES SING
zygo- yoke
sten- close;
narrow
goni- corner
cyan- dark blue
hyps- height
mell- honey

bone
trillion
light
motion;
action
pter- wing
hist- tissue

osteteraphoskino-

Some onomatopoeically
g,
named birds talk about thenv K
selves all the time! Listen to
Ixibwhite, cuckoo, curlew, dick^gi?
dssd, kiwi, motmol, siskin,
towhee, whippoorwill ^

